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Agenda | The Plan for Today

– Lunchtime Lecture –

1. What is Pelagios  10 mins

The quick introduction

2. Guided Tour of Recogito  15 mins

3. Discussion, Q&A 15-30 mins

– Annotation Session (starts approx. 14:00) –

4. First… Guidelines 10 mins

How (and what) to annotate

5. Let’s get to work! approx. 2hrs

Early geographic writing & late medieval sea charts

6. Feedback, Discussion & Closing

What works, what doesn’t? Ideas & requests for the future?



1. What is Pelagios



…or any other online resource that bears 

a relation to a particular ancient place!

Inscriptions

Texts

Archaeological

Finds

Museum

Objects

Archaeological

Sites

58 partners from 13 countries

ca. 1.000.000 annotations

Pelagios | Linking Data, Openly
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� Not a data aggregator

� Not a repository 

� Not a standard data model

Connectivity through common references rather than a common schema

Pelagios is not… | One Ring to Rule them All



How? | Don’t Unify the Model – Annotate!
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The Essential Ingredient | URI-based Gazetteers



How? | Don’t Unify the Model – Annotate!



Online

Historical

Resources

Online

Gazetteers

Pelagios

Pelagios | Connecting Knowledge Domains



Benefits | Mutual Contextualization



Benefits | Navigating Heterogeneous Data

Peripleo Screencast

http://vimeo.com/163546069



Benefits | Bottomless Maps



� 2 year project (Sep 2013 – Aug 2015) – completed last year

� Funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

� Annotation of geographic documents

(maps and texts) predating 1492

Traditions

� Latin

� Greek & Byzantine

� Christian Tradition

� Portolan charts & portolanos

� Islamic Tradition

� Chinese Tradition

Pelagios 3 | Early Geospatial Documents



2. Guided Tour of Recogito



Benefits | Navigating Heterogeneous Data

Peripleo Screencast

http://vimeo.com/163546069



http://pelagios.org/recogito/documentation

Pelagios 3 | Recogito Annotating Platform

Recogito Screencast

http://vimeo.com/163546247



Pelagios 3 | Total Progress in Recogito

317 documents in 8 languages

129,265 toponyms identified

63,499 toponyms verified

90 registered editors



Two public workshops to

� trial Recogito in the wild

� reach out to the community

� turn some raw data into Linked Open Data…

� …and have fun doing it!



Workshop #1

University of Heidelberg, October 31, 2014.

27 students of Geography & Archaeology.



Workshop #2

University of Applied Sciences Mainz, December 4, 2014.

22 students, mixed background (engineering/archaeology).



Some Numbers…

� 5,250 places identified in text

� 5,700 toponyms located in maps

� 1,450 map transcriptions

� 680 gazetteer resolutions

� 1,030 other actions (edits, comments, deletions, …)

14,131 contributions total!



Outlook | Recogito Version 2



Outlook | Recogito Version 2



� Redesigned user interface

� Extended toolset: tag places & persons, use your own 

vocabulary, add free-text comments

� Personal workspace: maintain your own collection, share 

documents & work collaboratively

� Versioning and provenance: see who contributed what (and 

when) to an annotation, discuss and revert changes

� Export data in different formats

� Use Recogito as an online service - or install on your own server

Outlook | Recogito Version 2



http://commons.pelagios.org

We are in the process of setting up a community space for 

discussing issues and sharing best practices around creating, 

curating and working with (geo) data in the Humanities

Outlook | Join the Commons



http://commons.pelagios.org

http://twitter.com/Pelagiosproject

Grateful acknowledgement to 

AHRC, Google, JISC, 

The Andrew W. Mellon 

Foundation and

all Pelagios partners



Welcome Back!

4. First… Guidelines



Recogito | Text Annotation Guidelines

1. Tag names, not feature types

e.g. Mount Aetna (NOT Mount Aetna)

2. Don’t tag articles or prepositions 

UNLESS the toponym cannot be properly understood without it

e.g. the Brigantes, OR al-Andaluz, (NOT the Brigantes, al-Andaluz)

3. Don’t tag place references inserted by modern translators or editors

such as footnotes, clarifications or summary titles

4. Descriptive place names are OK

including those containing prepositions or definite articles

e.g. ad aras, the Stone Tower



Recogito | Text Annotation Guidelines

5. Tag multiple parts of a name as one toponym, 

but alternative names as multiple

e.g. Segida also surnamed Augurina BUT Troy, also called Illion

6. Ethnoi SHOULD be tagged where used as shorthand for territory,

they SHOULD NOT be tagged where referring to an agent in a narrative

e.g. Beyond the River Ister are the Marcomanni

BUT the Marcomanni crossed the Ister

7. Places should not annotated when they are shorthand for an agent

Sparta attacked Athens (no annotations)



Recogito | Image Annotation Guidelines

1. Transcribe place names exactly as 

they are written, including original

capitalization, lowercase, etc.

2. Use the comment field to record

any kind of note, remark, doubt,

etc.

3. It’s OK to tag without transcribing!

4. For Portolans only: use the 

suggestions – mouse hover will

provide extra info about the place



Recogito | Geo-Resolution Guidelines

1. Status 

− Not Verified no one has yet looked at it

− Verified assigned to a correct gazetteer URI

− No Suitable Match no suitable gazetteer URI found

− Ambiguous more than one possible URI found

− Multiple toponym refers to multiple places  (the 4 Gallias)

− Not Identifiable any other reason… (Let us know!)

− False Detection that’s not a place reference

− Ignore “technically” a place reference, but ignore it



Recogito | Geo-Resolution Guidelines

2. Using Search

− Places may be in the gazetteer under their Latin name. If you cannot 

find them, try looking at the approximate area on the DARE map layer

− Descriptive names are often Latin, e.g. “tenth milestone” might be 

found as “ad decimum” or “ad X”

− Try converting between Greek and Latin, e.g. Illium for Illion

− Append ~  to your query for a fuzzy search

3. Periods

− Gazetteers may have different entries for places in different times. 

Check if administrative regions belong to the appropriate period 

(e.g. provinces associated with the High, Low or Byzantine empires)

− Prefer Pleiades for Greco-Roman texts, PastPlace for Medieval



Recogito | Geo-Resolution Guidelines

4. Ethnoi

− If the ethnos is in the gazetteer – perfect

− If not: check if the reference is to a city (e.g. Albii for Albi) or to a 

territory (e.g. Bastetania for Bastuli)

5. Using Tags

− Qualities or aspects which are explicitly defined in the text, e.g. if the 

text says civitas mediolanum, add civitas as a tag

− Do not add tags for aspects which are not mentioned in the text

− Try to use the exact term used in the text

6. Comments

A catch-all space for recording 

whatever additional thoughts

you may have



5. Let’s Get to Work!



Texts

� Strabo, Geographica (Greek Tradition)

− 10.000+ tagged places, ~70% geo-resolved, BUT

− Book 9-17 completely un-annotated

− Book 8 not geo-resolved yet

− There’s the Greek version too, BTW :-)

� Pliny, Natural History (Latin Tradition)

− English version lacks a lot of geo-resolution

− Lots of un-annotated space in the Latin version

� Appreciate a good challenge?

− The Travels of Marco Polo, English (Christian Tradition)

− Faxian, A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms (Chinese Tradition)



Maps

Cornaro Atlas (Egerton MS 73), c. 1489

Maritime Tradition, at the bottom



6. Feedback & Discussion



http://commons.pelagios.org

http://twitter.com/Pelagiosproject

Thank You!


